Campus Technology Committee (CTC)
November 15, 2023, 9:00 – 10:00am
Agenda
Meeting scheduled via Zoom

1. Introduction

2. Updates
   2.1. We have installed more than a dozen security cameras near various parking lots and PLT. Three more will be installed in the alleyway near the MAT external elevator soon. The current security camera system in the U-Y Building should be replaced with the Verkada camera system by the YMCA in the near future.
   2.2. Tri-campus Accessibility Web Site (https://www.washington.edu/accessibility/). The website has been launched. Patrick and other members of the tri-campus committee will continue to revise the website.
   2.3. Upgraded 15 teaching and learning spaces with new projectors and PTZ cameras; UWY Screen replacement (all done).
   2.4. Administrative offices transition from Carlton to TLB 3rd floor is all done. The MDF/IDF networking equipment has been moved out of the Carlton Building.
   2.5. Google Shared Drive –
      I. On 06/11/2024, all UW Google Shared Drives that are over the 100 GB limit will be restricted. Content in the affected drives will remain accessible to view or download but no new content can be added (this includes modifying or updating existing files).
      II. Starting 11/5/2024, all restricted UW Google Shared Drive that have not chosen to upgrade to a higher tier of storage will be subject to deletion.
      III. Google Shared Drive The estimated fee in the 2024/2025 budget year is $19.44 per year for each 100 GB of storage quota above the subsidized Shared Drive tier. The available subsidy and fee will be evaluated annually, based on the costs of providing the Shared Drives service offering.
      IV. Users that require more storage can request larger Shared Drives at a recharge rate of $19.44 per 100 GB of storage above the subsidized tier.
      V. Estimated storage quota pricing for 2024/2025
         100 GB – Subsidized tier
         200 GB – $19.44 per year
         300 GB – $38.88 per year
         400 GB – $58.32 per year
         500 GB – $77.76 per year
         600 GB – $97.20 per year
         700 GB – $116.64 per year
         800 GB – $136.08 per year
         900 GB – $155.52 per year
         1 TB – $174.96 per year
         Custom (larger than 1 TB) – calculated at $19.44 per 100 GB after the first 100 GB + $148.13 setup/change fee.
3. Badgr Sub-committee Report (Caitlin Chavez Moats)

4. Feedback/brainstorming Items from the Last CTC Meeting
   4.1 Question 1: Reflecting on this last academic year, what have we done well?
      I. Support a hybrid/remote/on-prem environment
      II. Increased number of classrooms with built-in equipment (e.g. microphone, speakers, etc.)
      
      *Note: please review UW Tacoma Classroom Matrix*

   4.2 Question 2: Where can improvements be made in term of infrastructure, classroom technology, support and resources?
      III. Devices that are simple to use re: hybrid courses (Owl, or similar technology)
      IV. Help provide spaces for students who are bouncing between in person classes and online classes/meeting/etc.
      
      *Note 1: Students can check out laptops and headsets in various locations—the duration of the checkout ranges from 4 hours up to one week.*
      *Note 2: Space Scout is an app to help students to find study spaces on campus*
      V. Continue to add tech infrastructure across the campus (e.g. security cameras, classrooms equipment, etc.)

   4.3 Question 3: Where do you see opportunities for UWT to refine, change, or focus (to UWT) or emerging technologies/innovation? Are there any initiatives/technologies that you think would help UWT better serve our students or advance/enhance instruction?
      VI. Mis-alignment between in-person messaging (for students, faculty and staff) and need for hybrid flexibility
      VII. LLM/GPT-based AI models, and the impact that it has on coursework

   4.4 Question 4: Are there any additional ideas or suggestions that you want to share with the members of the Campus Technology Committee?
      VIII. Some feel that staff members are not heard in the same regard. (Possibly offer another committee for staff-specific needs.)
      
      *Note: CTC currently has 17 members: faculty (7), staff (7), student (1) and IT (3)*
      IX. Drawbacks in classrooms. Switching from JOY to MLG and noted # of power outlets n not acceptable for classroom
      X. More breakout groups to source ideas and opinions

5. Join Zoom Meeting
   [https://washington.zoom.us/j/97139382575?from=addon](https://washington.zoom.us/j/97139382575?from=addon)
   Meeting ID: 971 3938 2575